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INTRODUCTION 
It is well-known [5, p. 274, Theorem 13.0.11 that a pointed irreducible co- 
commutative bialgebra B over a field of characteristic zero is isomorphic as a 
bialgebra to U(P(B)), the universal enveloping algebra of the Lie algebra P(B) of 
primitives of B. One method of proof is first to show that B and U@‘(B)) are each 
coalgebra-isomorphic to the cofree pointed irreducible cocommutative coalgebra 
on the vector space P(B), and then to use these coalgebra isomorphisms to 
induce a bialgebra isomorphism. 
In this paper we prove a dual version of the above. Let B be a pointed irre- 
ducible commutative bialgebra over a field of characteristic zero. Write I for its 
augmentation ideal, and Q(B) = l/r2. Then B is isomorphic as a bialgebra to the 
appropriate universal object UIC(Q(B)). We first show that each is isomorphic as 
an algebra to Sym(Q(B)), and then use these algebra isomorphisms to induce a 
bialgebra isomorphism. 
The algebra isomorphism B q Sym(Q(B)) that we obtain is well-known, at 
least in the atline case. When B is affine, B represents a unipotent algebraic 
group scheme G. The Lie algebra L of G defines an atie scheme L, , which is 
represented by Sym(L*). There is a natural scheme isomorphism exp: L, % G 
[2, IV, Sect. 2, no. 4.11, and thus a natural isomorphism B SI Sym(L*). The 
naturality allows the passage to the pro-affine case via direct limits, and the iso- 
morphism so obtained is the same as the one we give here. 
The corresponding bialgebra isomorphism exhibited in [5] for the cocommuta- 
tive case is not natural. We sketch at the end of Section 2 how a natural isomor- 
phism could be given in that case as well. 
M. And& has given in [l] a proof of the main result of this paper for the case 
in which B is graded, with B, the field. Th e methods of that paper are quite 
different from ours; the gradation facilitates inductive arguments. 
* This article is based on a part of the author’s doctoral dissertation, written under the 
direction of Professor Irving Kaplansky. 
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The basic terminology we use may be found in Sweedler’s book [S]. We assume 
some familiarity with coalgebras and bialgebras, but include most of the defini- 
tions important for this paper. 
I would like to take this opportunity to thank Professor Irving Kaplansky for 
his kind encouragement and many helpful conversations. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let V be a vector space over a field k. Recall that the tensor algebra T(V) on V 
is defined as follows. As a (graded) vector space, we have T(V), = K, T(V), = V, 
T(V), = 0” V, and T(V) = C;+, T(V), . Th e restriction of the multiplication 
p: T(V) @ T(V) -+ T(V) to T(V), @ T(V), is given by ~((z’i @ 3.. @ un)@ 
(%+I ~...~v,+,))=v,~...~v,+,. (When n=O or m=O, p is 
defined to be the canonical identification.) The unit of the algebra is the map 
K Z T(V), --f T(V). The inclusion map i: V = T(V), -+ T(V) has the following 
universal property: for every associative algebra A and every linear map f: 
V ---f A, there exists a unique algebra map F: T(V) -+ A so that 
TO’) 
F 
ii\ 
Vf-A 
commutes. 
Note that V -+ T(V) is functorial. Given a linear transformationf: V -+ W, 
we write T%(f) for the component of T(f): T(V) -+ T(W) in degree n; thus, 
Tn(f)h 0 a.* 0 vn) =f(vd 0 ... Of@n)- 
These properties allow us to endow T(V) with a natural bialgebra structure. 
The linear map V ---f T(V) @ T(V) sending v to v @ 1 + 1 @ v induces an 
algebra map d : T(V) ---f T(V) @ T(V). It is easy to use the universality to check 
that d is coassociative, with counit E induced by the zero map V -+ K. We remark 
that the uniqueness property tells us that if B is a bialgebra, then an algebra map 
F: T(V) --f B will be a bialgebra map iff the algebra maps (F @ F)A and AF 
agree on V. That is, we require AF(v) = F(v) @ 1 + 1 @F(v) for all v E V; 
note that E @ id applied to this relation gives us that EF(v) = 0, and thus that F 
preserves the counit. 
The symmetric algebra Sym( V) on V is defined to be the quotient of T(V) by 
the ideal generated by elements of the form v1 @ v2 - v2 @ vl , for v1 , v2 E V. 
Sym( V) has a universal property (as above) for associative commutative algebras, 
and the same formalism shows that it is a bialgebra. 
Before giving the dual version of the above, we recall an important concept. 
A coalgebra C is said to be pointed irreducible if it has a unique minimal sub-- 
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coalgebra Co, and Co is one-dimensional. We will then denote by 1 the unique 
elementofCOsatisfyingd1 = 1 @ lande(1) = l.Forn > l,setP ={cEC: 
d,cE1~C~C~~~~~C~C~1~C~-~~~C+C~C~1~C~ 
. ..@)c+ . ..+ C @ ... @ C @ l}. (Here d, = d, and 8, -= (d @ id)&-, .) 
Then (3-l C C” and by [5, p. 185, Corollary 9.0.41 we have C = Un>O C”. We 
remark that every coassociative coalgebra we encounter will be pointed irre- 
ducible, and turn to the tensor coalgebra. 
The tensor coalgebra P(V) on Y (Sweedler’s notation is: the shuffle algebra 
Sh( V)) is defined as follows. The underlying vector space of Tc( V) is the same as 
that of T(V). The restriction of the comultiplication map d: P(V) -+ P(V) 0 
T”(V) to P(V), is given by: d(v, @ ... @ v,) = 1 @ (ul @ ... @ v,) + 
(V,)O(Z12O...O~~)+(Z11O’UZ)O(Z13O...OZ),) + ..-+ (~10~-~0%)01. 
(For n = 0, we have dl = 1 @ 1). The counit E: P(V) + li is the projection 
onto degree zero. The projection map p: TC( V) -+ TC( V), = Y has the following 
universal property: for every pointed irreducible coassociative coalgebra C and 
every linear map f: C + V withf(1) = 0, there exists a unique coalgebra map 
F: C -+ Tc( V) so that 
T”(V) 
F 
h B 
V-f-C 
commutes. 
Indeed, we may exhibit F = E +f + T&f)A + ... + T%(f) .4,-, + ... = 
Cn>O Tn(f) A,-, (where now d-, = E, do = id). Since TJf) A,-, vanishes on 
P--l, the sum is finite when evaluated at any element of C. 
Note that V + T”(V) is functorial. 
The linear map .f : TC( V) @ TC( V) + V sending a @ b to p(a) e(b) + up 
defines a coalgebra map p: Tc( V) @ Tc( V) + Tc( V). It is easy to use the uni- 
versality to show that p is associative, and that the element 1 of TC( V), is a unit 
for p. Thus Tc( V) is a bialgebra. Using the formula above, we have that p 0 p = 
p o (6 + f + TJf)A + ...) = f. Thus, for any a, b E TC( V), we have p(d) = 
f(u 0 b) = p(a) 4b) + c(a)p(b)-i.e., p . IS an c-derivation. Now for any 
coalgebra C, the twist map T: C @ C -+ C @ C sending c @ d to d @ c 
is a coalgebra map. For a, b E T”(V) we have pp(u @ b) = p&a @ a). By 
uniqueness, p = VT-i.e., the multiplication on P(V) is commutative. 
A further consequence of uniqueness is that if B is a bialgebra, then a coalgebra 
map F: B + Tc( V) is a bialgebra map iff the map B @ B +F@F Tc( V) @ TC( V) 
--fu T”(V) +* V agrees with B @ B --+@ B -+F P(V) --+P V. This reduces to 
the requirement that the map f = p 0 F: B -+ V be an r-derivation; since F is a 
coalgebra map, F(1) = 1 is automatic. 
We write Symc( V) for the subcoalgebra of Tc( V) spanned by the symmetric 
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tensors. Symc( V) is a subbialgebra of T”(V), and has a universal property for 
pointed irreducible cocommutative coalgebras. 
We consider the case dim V = 1. Then T(V) = Sym( V), and T”( I/) = 
Symc(V). Write P = Izv, v,, = 1, ~1,~ = 0” v. Then T(V) has the structure: 
VI n=2) n, hL = Cr+s=n (3 VT 0 v’s . The structure of P(V) is given by: 
31 n = n!v, ) dv, = CT+s=n v,‘, @ vI, . When characteristic K = 0 (and dim V = 
l), the natural bialgebra map T( I’) + TC( V) is an isomorphism. 
Let C be a coalgebra, A an algebra. Then Hom(C, A)-the vector space of 
k-linear maps from C to A- has a “convolution” algebra structure given by 
f * g = ~(f @ g)d. The identity is the map e(c) = e(c)IA . A coalgebra map 
C + C’, or an algebra map A ---f A’, will induce an algebra map on the appro- 
priate convolution algebra. 
Now take C to be pointed irreducible. Then 4’ = {f~ Hom(C, A):f(l) = O> 
is an ideal. If fE J&P, then we see that f will vanish on C--l. Thus Hom(C, A) 
is complete in its &‘-adic topology. Note that, for C, C’ pointed irreducible, 
the induced algebra maps mentioned above will be continuous. 
We now assume that characteristic K == 0. 
If F E Hom(C, A) andF( 1) = I, then e - F E ~2’. Thus we can define log F = 
log(e - (e -F)) = -X:=1 (e - F)“/n. F or every pointed irreducible bialgebra 
B over a field of characteristic zero, we define D, = log idB . Note that D,(l) = 0, 
and E 0 D, = 0. 
LEMMA 1. B, B’ pointed irreducible bialgebras, characteristic k = 0, F: 
B + B’ linear. 
(i) If F is an algebra map and F 0 e = e, then log F = F o D, 
(ii) If F is a coalgebra map, then log F = D,, o F. 
Proof. 
(i) FoD,=Ff-$$e-id,)“) 
= - t kF(e - idg)n by continuity 
= - T i (F(e - idB)) 
= -Ci(e-Fy = 1ogF. 
The proof of (ii) is dual. 1 
We now have that if F: B --f B’ is a bialgebra map, then F 0 D, = log F = 
Dg, o F; that is, D is natural. We will often drop the subscript B. 
If G E Hom(C, A) satisfies G(1) = 0, then we may define exp G = Cl, Gn/n!. 
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LEMMA 2. FgHom(C, A),F(l) = 1. 
Then: exp(logF) = F. 
Proof. Let t be an indeterminate. We know that exp(log(1 - t)) = 1 - t in 
K[[t]].Since e-F E A, there is a continuous algebra map v: Iz[[t]] -+ Hom(C, A) 
sending t to e - F. Applying q~ to the above identity, we obtain exp(log F) = F. i 
Thus we have, in particular, that exp(Ds) = idB . We note for future use that 
the same technique will show that log(P) = n log F, n a non-negative integer. 
PROPOSITION 3. B pointed irreducible bialgebra, characteristic k = 0. 
(i) The natural algebra map 
T(im D) 
t 
\ \Y 
'\ 
t 
imD&B 
is surjective. 
(ii) The natural coalgebra map 
Tc(coim D) 
1 
h ,Q ‘\ ‘\ \ 
coim D +-- B 
is injective. 
Proof. 
(i) For 6 E B we have On6 = C (Db,) ..* (Db,) E im Y. Thus b = id,b = 
(exp D)b = C Drib/n! E im Y, and Y is surjective. 
(ii) Write q: B -+ coim D, i: coim D ‘v im D -+ B. Then D = i o q. 
Recall Q, = Cz=‘=, T,(q) A,-, . Then 
@b = 0 => T,(q) A,-,6 = 0 all n 
S- T,(i) T,(q) A,-$ = 0 all n 
a D”b = 0 all n 
s- b = (exp D)b = 0. 
Thus @ is injective. a 
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2. THE ALGEBRA ISOMORPHISM 
We will now specialize to the case B commutative. 
LEMMA 4. V a vector space, fE V @ k[t] = V[t]. Iff has injinitely many 
zeros in k, tkenf = 0. 
Proof. Say f = v0 + v,t + ... + v,tn. 
Define F: k”+l -+ V by F((A,, ,..., A,)) = C &vi . Clearly kerF is a subspace 
of kn+l. If 01 is a zero of F, then (1,01, a2 ,..., G) E ker F. By Vandermonde, n + 1 
distinct zeros of F will give us n + 1 linearly independent elements of ker F. 
Thus kerF = kn+l, and vui = F((0 ,..., l,..., 0)) = 0. 1 
PROPOSITION 5. D is un c-derivation. 
Proof. Let t be an indeterminate, a, b E B. If we evaluate the expression 
exp(tD)(ub) - exp(tD)(u) exp(tD)(b) for t a non-negative integer, we obtain 
idt(ub) - idt(u) idt(b), since we then have exp(tD) = exp(t log id,) = exp 
log idBt = idBt. Since B is commutative, the convolution product of algebra maps 
B + B is again an algebra map; thus, idt(ub) = idt(u) idt(b). It follows from 
Lemma 4 that every coefficient in the expression ’ 
must vanish. In particular, we have for n = 1 that D(ab) = ED 
Write I = ker E. 
PROPOSITION 6. 
(i) ker D = kl + I2 
(ii) For all b E B, we have b - c(b)1 - D(b) ~12 
(iii) D o D = D. 
+ 
Proof. By Proposition 5, kl + I2 C ker D. Now consider the relation 
b = (exp D)b = c(b)1 + D(b) + $D2(b) + +D3(b) + .a.. 
Since DnB C I”, we see that (ii) holds. This gives us that ker D C kl + 12, 
and we have (i). Part (iii) follows directly from (i) and (ii). [ 
We now see that for v one-dimensional, D: T”(V) --+ T”(v) is simply the 
projection onto degree one. 
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Write Q(B) = I/P-. We have a surjection q = qe: B + Q(B), sending b to 
the image of b - Al. By Proposition 6 (part (i)), we may identify this map 
with B + coim D. We will write 
iB: Q(B) + B for the map coimDrr:imD-+B. 
Thus iB 0 qB = DB . Note that by parts (iii) and (i) above, we have b - D(b) E 
ker D = ker q, and thus q o D = q. 
LEMMA 7: B a bialgebra, A a commutative algebra, f: B -+ A an e-derivation. 
Then f n 0 p = p 0 (Cr+s=n (F) f r @f “). If B is pointed irreducible and charac- 
teristic k = 0, then exp f is an algebra map. 
The second statement follows immediately from this. 1 
THEOREM 8. B a pointed irreducible commutative bialgebra, characteristic 
k = 0. Then: the natural algebra map 
Sym(Q(B)) 
J 
t\ 
is 
Q(B) - 
iB B 
is an algebra isomorphism. 
Proof. Note that i, o q is an c-derivation; thus, the map 0 = exp(i, 0 q): 
B -+ Sym(Q) is an algebra map. We will show that 0 is an inverse for 9. Since # 
is an algebra map, we have 
#((is 0 q)n) = (4 0 i, 0 q)” = D*, 
Thus 9 o 0 = 4 o exp(i, o q) = exp D = idB . 
all n. 
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In order to show 0 0 I/ = idsym(o) , it suffices to show 8 o iB = i,; for then 
we have 0 o IJ o i, = 0 o iB = i, , and we are done. Thus, we want B(Db) = 
i, o q(b) for all b E B. We need (is 0 q)“(Db) = 0 for n > 2. 
Now (i, 0 q)“(Db) is the image under the natural map h: 7’(Q)n + Sym(Q), 
of the element T,(q) A,-,Db. Ker h consists of those elements x for which 
T,,(f).s = 0, all f: Q -+ V, V = Kv one-dimensional. 
Since f o 4 is an c-derivation, the map F = x:n,O Tn(f o q) dnel: B + T’(V) 
is a bialgebra map. Thus F(Db) = DF(b) E T”(V), . Thus for n >, 2, we have 
0 = Tn(fo q) A,-,Db = Tn(f) T,(q) An-,Db, as required. 1 
Remark. Suppose that B is a pointed irreducible cocommutative bialgebra, 
characteristic k = 0. Then the dual of the argument of Proposition 5 shows 
that D is an +coderivation-i.e. D = (c GJ D + D @ c)A. This shows that 
D(B) C P(B), the primitive elements of B. On the other hand, a trivial calcula- 
tion using the series definition of D shows that D acts as the identity on P(B); 
thus D is a projection onto P = P(B). D d e fi nes a natural coalgebra map v from 
B to Symc(P). The map from SymC(P) to B obtained by exponentiating the 
+coderivation SymC(P) + P --f B is a coalgebra map as in Lemma 7. It is the 
inverse to v by the argument dual to that given in Theorem 8. 
3. THE LIE STRUCTURE 
Let C be a coalgebra. The Lie coalgebra associated to C is the vector space C 
together with the map [ 1: C + C @ C defined by: [ ] = A - TA, where 
T: C @ C + C @ C is the twist map. We write [c] = C cr @ C~ - C cs @ cr. 
More generally, a Lie coalgebra is a vector space V equipped with a linear 
transformation [ 1: V ---f V @ V for which there exists a coalgebra C and a 
surjection q: C -+ V for which 
C-r_LC@C 
1 
4 
1 
em 
V-rlV@V 
commutes. 
Then q becomes a Lie coalgebra map. 
(Note that the fundamental theorem on coalgebras [5, p. 46, Theorem 2.2.11 
implies that every Lie coalgebra is the union of its finite-dimensional subco- 
algebras. It is possible to extend the notion of a Lie coalgebra to include objects 
which to not have this finiteness property.) 
Let B be a bialgebra, I the augmentation ideal, q: B + Q(B) = l/I2 the map 
q(b) = b - c(b)l. It is easy to check that the formula [q(b)] = (q @ q)[b] defines 
on Q(B) the structure of a Lie coalgebra. 
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Motivated by the notion of a universal enveloping algebra of a Lie algebra, we 
make the following definition. 
Let Q be a Lie coalgebra. A universal pointed irreducible coalgebra of Q is a 
Lie coalgebra map j: U,‘(Q) + Q, where UIc(Q) is a pointed irreducible co- 
algebra, such that: for every pointed irreducible coalgebra C and every Lie map 
C -+ Q sending 1 to 0, there exists a unique coalgebra map C + U,C(&) so that 
commutes. 
Q -c 
It is easy to see that if UIc(Q) exists, then it is unique up to unique isomor- 
phism. (By considering Q c Kl, we obtainj(1) = 0). We can construct U,c(Q) 
as the sum of all subcoalgebras of the tensor coalgebra P(Q) on which the 
restrictionj ofp: P(Q) + Q is a Lie coalgebra map. However, it is not clear that 
U,c(Q) must be any larger than the field K. 
We note that coimj is a Lie coalgebra, and that there is a natural isomorphism 
Ulc(Q) N Urc(coim j). 
We can check directly that if 4: C -+ V and 4’: C’ + I/’ are Lie maps from 
coassociative coalgebras to Lie coalgebras, then the map C @ C +g@E+E@*’ 
V @ K + k @ V’ ‘v V @ V’ is a Lie map. Also, if V is a Lie coalgebra, then 
the vector-space addition map a: V @ V + V is a Lie map. Thus we have a 
Lie map UIc(Q) @ UIc(Q) -+i@E+f@i Q @ k + K @Q N Q @Q --+ Q. This 
defines a multiplication CL: UIc(Q) @ UIc(Q) + UIc(Q). Notice that j 0 p is 
simply the restriction to UIc(Q) @ Ule(Q) of the map P(Q) @ P(Q) --f Q 
which induces the algebra structure on P(Q). Thus, p is simply the restriction 
of the multiplication map of P(Q) to Ulc(Q), and, in particular, U,c(Q) is a 
subbialgebra of P(Q). Since p is an E-derivation, j is an e-derivation as well. 
LEMMA 9. Q a Lie coalgebra, C a pointed irreducible coalgebra, characteristic 
k = 0. Let f: C + Q be a Lie coalgebra map with f (1) = 0. Then the maps 
C -F+ TC(Q) 
and 
C 2 TC(Q) 
exp(i,w) 
- sym(Q) 
have the same kernel. 
Proof. Since F is a coalgebra map, we have exp(i, 0 p) o F = exp(i, o p 0 F) = 
exp(i, of). Thus (exp(i$ op) 0 F)(c) = r(c)1 + iJ(c) + +C i,f(cJ Gf(cs) + *** . 
We must show that if this is zero, then we already have 0 = F(c) = r(c)1 + 
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f(c) + CfM 0 Cf(c2) + *.. * It is apparent that the first two terms will 
vanish. We proceed inductively. Suppose Cf(cr) @ *.. @ f(cr) = 0. Then 
Since we can repeat this at any position, Cf(cJ @f(cJ @ ... @f(c+.+J is 
symmetric. But, by assumption, the image of this element in Sym(Q) is zero. 
Thus it is itself zero. 1 
PROPOSITION 10. If j: Ulc(Q) + Q is surjective, then 
ew(i, 00 U,(Q) - Sym(Q> 
is an algebra isomorphism. 
Boof. By Lemma 7, exp(i, oj) is an algebra map. Let i: UXC(Q) + TC(Q) 
be the inclusion. We have exp(i, o j) = exp(i, o p o i) = exp(i, o p) o i. Thus, by 
Lemma 9 we have that exp(i, oj) is injective. By Lemma 1, we have exp(i, oj) o 
D = log exp(i, oj) = i, oj. We see that the image of exp(i, oj) contains Q, 
and thus that exp(i, oj) is surjective. 1 
Remark. Since j is an c-derivation, we have ker j 3 kl + P. When j is 
surjective, the algebra map exp(i, oj) sends I to the ideal J of Sym(Q) generated 
by Q. If x E 1\J2, then we must have exp(i, o j)(x) E J\J2; thus, j(x) # 0. This 
gives us that kerj = kl + 12. Since j is Lie coalgebra map, we conclude that 
Q(Ulc(Q)) z Q when j . IS surjective. More generally, Q( Uic(Q)) N coim j. 
THEOREM 11. B a pointed irreducible commutative bialgebra, characteristic 
k = 0. Th,en the natural coalgebra map B -+ lJIC(Q(B)) is a bialgebra isomorphism. 
Proof. Write Q = Q(B). We have 
SYNQ) - exp(iSop) Tc(Q) l @ B 
2 h 
exp(i,ojl 
\ 1% J 
/ 
K’(Q) 
Since p o @ = q: B + Q is an E-derivation, @ is a bialgebra map. Thus, h is 
a bialgebra map. Now exp(i, op) 0 @ = exp(i, op o @) = exp(i, o q) is our 
algebra isomorphism 0 of Theorem 8. Since exp(i, 0 j) is an algebra isomorphism 
by Proposition 10, h is an isomorphism. h 
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Remark. If f: C + Q(B) is a Lie map, where C is a pointed irreducible 
coalgebra and f( 1) = 0, then by Theorem 11 there is a unique coalgebra map 
F: C + B so that 
B 
commutes. 
F 
n 
12 
Q A-C 
Applying our algebra isomorphism 0 of Theorem 8, we calculate that f3 0 F = 
exp(i, o p) o F = exp(i, 0 4 o F) = exp(i, of) = exp(0 o iB of) = 0 o (exp(& of)). 
Thus F = exp(i, of). 
THEOREM 12. B, B’ pointed irreducible commutative bialgebras, characteristic 
k = 0. Then: for every Lie map f: Q(B) -+ Q(B’) there exits a unique bialgebra 
map F: B + B’ so that 
B F-+B’ 
1 nB 1 ‘IS’ 
Q(B) -f+ Q(B’) 
commutes. 
Moreover, in this case 
Q(B) -J-+ QW 
commutes. 
Proof. By the above, remark, we get a unique coalgebra map F = exp(i,, 0 f o 
q,J; F is an algebra map by Lemma 7. Moreover, we have F o iB 0 qe = F o DB = 
1ogF = log exp(i,, 0 f o qB) = iBT of 0 q8 . Thus F 0 iB = iB, of. m 
4. EXISTENCE 
A Lie coalgebra Q occurs as Q = Q(B) f or some pointed irreducible commu- 
tative bialgebra B over a field of characteristic zero iff the map j: Ulc(Q) -+ Q is 
surjective. In this section, we establish when this is the case. 
Let C be a pointed irreducible coalgebra, x E C”. It can readily be shown 
[5, p. 201, Proposition 10.0.21 that dx - 1 @ x @ --x @ 1 E C+l @ C”-l. 
Thus [x] E C+1 @ C”-l. It follows that any Lie coalgebra which is a Lie image 
of C will have a nilpotence property. 
Write [ 1% = (id @ [ ]+J[ 1. We say that a Lie coalgebra Q is nilpotent if 
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there exists n with [x]~ = 0 all x E Q. Q is 1 ocally nilpotent if every finite- 
dimensional subcoalgebra is nilpotent. 
We observe that ifj: IJIG -+ Q is onto, then Q is locally nilpotent. 
LEMnqA 13. L a Lie algebra. Write L, = L, L,+l = [L, L,] for r > 1. Let 
U(L) be the universal enveloping algebra of L, and I the ideal of U(L) generated by L. 
Then: ifLn = 0, we haveL 17 In = 0. 
Proof. 1Ve have 0 = L, CL,-, CL,-, C ... CL, = L. Take a basis {xij} 
for L so that, for each i, {xii} is a basis of Li modulo L,+l . Recall [3, p. 13, 
Theorem 71 that [L,. , L,] CL,,, . Thus, when we write [xij , qj,] = C h,,x,, , 
we find that u > i + i’ whever h,, # 0. It follows easily that whenever a 
monomial of degree >n is put into its Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt standard form, 
no linear terms will appear. Such monomials span In. 1 
THEOREM 14. Q. a Lie coalgebra, characteristic k = 0. Then: Q occurs as 
Q = Q(B) for some pointed irreducible commutative bialgebra B iff Q is locally 
nilpotent. 
Proof. We must show that if Q is locally nilpotent, then i: Urc(Q) + Q is 
onto. It suffices to show that if Q is finite-dimensional, then there exists a 
finite-dimensional pointed irreducible coalgebra C and a Lie surjection C + Q 
sending 1 to 0. Dually, we must show that if Q* is a finite-dimensional nilpotent 
Lie algebra, then there exists a finite-dimensional algebra C* with radical of 
codimension one and a Lie injection Q* + C* sending Q* into the radical. We 
may take C * = U(Q*)/F, where U(Q*) is the universal enveloping algebra 
of Q*, I its augmentation ideal, and n is large enough. 1 
5. CALCULATION OF THE COPRODUCT 
We have shown (Theorem 14; Proposition 10) that if Q is a locally nilpotent 
Lie coalgebra over a field of characteristic zero, then the algebra Sym(Q) has a 
pointed irreducible bialgebra structure, with Q(Sym(Q)) N Q as a Lie coalgebra. 
In this section we write down a formula for the coproduct of Sym(Q) in terms 
of the Lie structure of Q. 
For any pointed irreducible bialgebra B over a field of characteristic zero, 
wemaydefinemapsX,Y:B+B@Bby:X(b)=Db@l,Y(b)=l@Db. 
We find that XTYs = (D’ @ D”)A, and thus (exp X)(exp Y) = d. By Lemma 1, 
AD = log d = log(exp X exp Y) = X + Y + i[X, Y] + &([X, [X, Y] + 
[Y, [Y, x]]) + *..--the Campbell-Hausdorff formula [4, LA 4.151. 
The formula involves terms such as (ad X)el(ad Y)fl ... (ad X)erY (of degree 
n = e, + fi + ... + e, + l), and similar terms with X and Y interchanged. 
We show how to evaluate a term at any b E B. First, write down the formal 
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product [X,[Xa[... [X,-,X,]] . ..I. L e a, be the coefficient of the term XO,r) ..- t 
X ,,tn) , u an element of the symmetric group S, on {l,..., n]. Suppose X occurs 
in X”lyfl a.- X”rY in positions ur < ua < ... < u, . Represent these positions 
(upon re-ordering) as u-l(ir),..., a-l(jJ, where jr < ... <is. Write the 
remaining positions zlI < ... < q-8 as &(iJ,..., a-l(i,-,), where & < ... < 
in-, . Then we find that (ad X)“l(ad Y)fl ... (ad X)@Y(b) = EVES, a,C Dbjl ... 
Dbil @ Dbil ..+ Dbine8 .
Recall that the map q: B -+ Q(B) = Z/Z2 is a Lie coalgebra map. Thus 
MbL = Ls, u,q(b,(,)) @ ... @ q(b,,,)) E 0% Q(B). Now assume in addition 
that B is commutative. Then we have a map iB: Q(B) --+ B with is o q = D. 
Thus 
Let mU,V: 0” B + B @ B be the multiplication map which sends the entries in 
positions ur ,..., u, to the left factor, and the entries in positions v1 ,..., v,-, to 
the right. Then 
Since (for each u) jr ,..., is is a re-ordering of u(q) ... a(~,), and il ,..., in+ is a 
re-ordering of vl ,..., v~+ , we have that (ad X)“l(ad Y)fl *.. (ad X)‘+Y(b) = 
wd”&Jk(b)ln-1 . 
We now consider the bialgebra structure we have defined on Sym(Q). Write g 
for the algebra isomorphism exp(i, oj): UIc(Q) -+ Sym(Q) of Proposition 10. 
Since we are using g to transport a bialgebra structure to Sym(Q), DSym(0) is 
obtained from the structure map D of UIc(Q) by conjugation: DSym(B) = 
g o D o g-l. From the proof of Proposition 10, we have that g 0 D = i, 0 j. Since 
the image of e‘, oj is is(Q), g induces a bijection from D(Ulc(Q)) to i,(Q). Since 
D o D = D by Proposition 6(iii), we have that DSymtB) is the identity on i,(Q), 
and thus that the map Q r: Q(Sym(Q)) -+ Sym(Q) is the natural inclusion. 
Thus, our calculation above shows that, for x E Q, Ax is a sum of Campbell- 
Hausdorff terms rrzUJx],-, . 
We note that our calculation of A o D does not rely on the characterization 
of B as U,“(Q(B)), and thus provides another proof that Q(B) determines B. 
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